
Orthosis Shoe. Different.

PARKSTREET





The PARKSTREET orthosis shoe is not just new, but also different. It is the result 

of years of experience, which we gained during the construction of custom-made 

orthoses. The requirements and demands for an orthosis shoe of people wearing 

orthoses were the main focus.

A unisex shoe that not only differs from conventional orthosis shoes in its extra- 

ordinary design features, but also in its modern style. Casual through everyday life 

with PARKSTREET –  the original with the boomerang.

PARKSTREET
Style and Function for Everyday Life.



PARKSTREET. Handmade with compelling details.

Heel Strap
The heel strap facilitates putting on 
and taking off the shoe. Guide for One-Handed Lacing

Each pair of shoes comes with a Guide 
for One-Handed Lacing as well as an additional 
lace for one-handed lacing, which offers support 
for patients with hemiplegia.

What Is Different?
The integrated elastic textile ma-
terial offers comfortable space for 
orthoses with ankle joint and at the 
same time prevents the deforma-
tion of the shoe’s upper. 

Individual Shortening 
and Wide Opening

Thanks to the elastic textile material and the 
combination of adjustable hook and loop fastener 

and laces, the shoe opening can be enlarged so 
that the shoe is comfortable to put on.

2 Insoles
The two insoles (5mm each) are removable 

and serve as volume compensation.

Multifunctional Outsole
The heelless rubber outsole insulates from coldness and wetness and has a slip-resistant, 
shock-absorbing tread.

Sturdy Fabric  
The sturdy fabric made of densely woven cot-
ton is durable, easy to clean and guarantees a 
carefree use in everyday life. 
If required, the shoes can be washed for 30 min-
utes in a washing machine at 30°C (86°F).

Stability
The higher, anatomically 
formed upper and the 
integrated heel cap 
guarantee high stability.



 
FIOR & GENTZ
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Order Information

Art. No. Insole Length

OS4941-32 209mm

OS4941-33 216mm

OS4941-34 223mm

OS4941-35 229mm

OS4941-36 235mm

Art. No. Insole Length

OS4941-37 242mm

OS4941-38 249mm

OS4941-39 254mm

OS4941-40 261mm

OS4941-41 268mm

OS4941-42 275mm

Art. No. Insole Length

OS4941-43 281mm

OS4941-44 287mm

OS4941-45 294mm

OS4941-46 301mm

OS4941-47 307mm

OS4941-48 314mm
Shoe Measurements Use 

pitch* 0mm h-Cast

heel height** 14mm
Orthosis 

Configurator

* The height of the pitch corresponds to the height of the h-Cast plate to be used in the physical examination.
** The heel height is used in the Orthosis Configurator as part of the calculation basis.

only sold in pairs PR
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